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This is a Philips Model 167, which was brought to me by a collector, who had replaced the capacitors 
including the two electrolytics, but when it was powered up, R12 became so hot that it smoked!  
 
This repair became “Perry Mason and the Case of the Smoking R12”. 
 

 
 
From the circuit diagram below, you will see that R12 is a 1K x 1W resistor and is used as a filter device, in 
place of a filter choke. Using my Ohm-Meter between the chassis and the C18 side of R12 there appeared 
to be a dead-short. The two original electrolytic capacitors, C17 and C18 were chassis mounted and their 
tags were used as wiring and component terminations. Although disconnected, the replacements 
terminated above the old capacitors. The replacements had to be moved elsewhere on the chassis to gain 
access to the wires that terminated at C18. Dividing these 3 wires, and individually placing my Ohm-meter 
on each wire, would tell me where in the radio the short was located. 



 

 



 
Using this method, the dead-short was easily located as being in the Intermediate frequency (IF) stage of 
the radio. So then I figured that I needed to check the valves. I pulled out the EBF80 (6N6) valve. It was 
NOT an EBF80 but ECH80(6AN7) which I was expecting to be in a different socket. On closer inspection it 
was obvious that these two valves had accidentally been swapped in position when the person had 
replaced the capacitors! 
EBF80’s Anode is pin 6. ECH80’s pin 6 is an internal connection which shorted out the H.T. via L7 which is 
connected to the primary winding of the I.F. transformer - It was VERY lucky that no further damage had 
been caused!! 
 
I returned the EBF80 to its original position and installed a replacement ECH80 and a new 1K x 1W resistor. 
Finally, I powered up the radio and it worked! 
 
THE MORAL OF THIS STORY? – Remember where valves are positioned before you start work. 
Photos of the chassis can be a big help, as can a quick labels made from masking tape on which you write 
the valve values and stick them next to each valve socket. 
 



 


